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Global Research & Development

The Birth of
Changan Alsvin is a smart sedan with elegant yet aggressive styling. As you step inside the elegant cockpit, you will find a plush cabin, giving you a luxurious ride

Heritage
Changan is China's No. 1 domestic brand and has been for the last decade, year after year. Alsvin holds a strong heritage & has established itself to be the customers 
beloved smart sedan over generations
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Experience the Lumiere
Let the light shine through, discover the world above 
with the Alsvin's Electric sunroof. The tilt gives ambient 
light & luxury within reach because we believe, every 
child has the right to enjoy the wind



The nature inspired butterfly grill is beautiful
to look at and provides a more efficient wider 
exposed area to increase per second intake 
& heat transfer

This piano black antenna fin has an angular style 
which builds on the overall vehicle design

The LED curve lamp with bright white lights is 
designed to perform during the sunniest of days

The elegant flowing dual waist design provides 
aerodynamic streamline motion as well as low wind 
resistance which provides fuel economy by 
reducing drag

The design is not only beautiful but it also provides 
better visibility. It is able to project light beam in 
foggy and rainy conditions through its dual-beam 
halogen projection headlamp and leveling feature

BUTTERFLY FRONT GRILL

SHARK FIN ANTENNA

DAYTIME RUNNING LAMPS AERODYNAMIC WAISTLINE DUAL - BEAM PROJECTOR HEADLAMP



Smart & Agile Design with
Wider View From the Inside

1490 mm

4390 mm

1725 mm

COMBINATION TAIL LAMPS BONELESS WIPER JACK KNIFE

The two-part combination tail lamps with reverse 
lamp and fog light provide improved visibility to 
rear traffic

Single boneless wiper with improved grip 
& maneuverability ensures a smooth clean
windshield during the toughest weather conditions

Smart key-less entry with the elegant palm size jack 
knife key



Sized just right both inside and out for comfortable & practical daily use. This is the epitome of technology and driving and is 
truly the smartest choice in its category



Plush Bucket Style Seats
These first in class luxurious sporty seats with breathable 
material are designed for utility and comfort. The seats 
allow for ventilation to keep the passengers cool and 
comfortable during the ride



DOOR HANDLES

ELEGANT & SPORTY COCKPIT

Beautifully crafted door handle which provides you 
with a firm grip as you step outside of the vehicle

The driver-oriented cockpit brings all vehicle controls 
within arm's reach giving the driver full confidence on 
the road. The D-shaped steering design looks sporty 
& provides increased legroom

METER CLUSTER

The digital RPM screen provides you with all the 
vehicle information without letting go of the steering 
wheel. It indicates fuel consumption pattern, gear shift 
reminder for tiptronic  manual drive, door open 
indicators & many more for ease of mind

CENTER CONSOLE 

The blue accent center console is placed with
a driver-centric convenient interior. The digital 8 
speed air conditioner and multimedia controls provide 
the driver with positive feedback

CONSOLE GARNISH

Adding to the fashion of your ride, the console 
garnish adds a finesse in the overall interior of the 
car enhancing the feel of luxury

AC VENTS

The flexible AC vents allow both driver & passenger to 
adjust rotational and directional air throw according 
to their preference and enjoy a cool ride, every time



Vehicle Multimedia Adjust Phone Radio

Floating 7 inch Display
The floating screen display is placed within binocular sight 
of the driver to provide ample information while driving. 
This keeps the driver's attention on the road while still 
enjoying the operations of multimedia safely



Configurable Daytime Running Lamp

Built-in controls allow personalization of Daytime Running Lamps, Headlamps and Turn signals, Airconditioning and Door locks based on user preference

DAYTIME RUNNING LAMPS 

Configurable door locks makes Locking and 
unlocking easier

When the car is unlocked, self-ventilation system 
prepared the cabin beforehand by circulating 
ambient air into the cabin

When the car is locked the ventilation system 
expels trapped air inside the AC vents before 
shutting down to avoid damp and foul odor 
maintaining a fresh cabin environment, every time

Enjoy seem less connectivity to your phone for 
music and voice calls through the integrated 
Bluetooth system

BLUETOOTH CONNECTIVITY

Configurable Welcome lamps remain lit to guide the 
way while you enter your vehicle

WELCOME LAMP 

Vehicle Configuration through Human Machine Interface (HMI)

AUTO DOOR LOCK  AC VENTILATION AC SELF DRYING 



PARKING SENSOR

Alsvin comes with reverse parking sensors with 
proximity alarm to maneuver through narrow
parking spots while avoiding obstacles & blockages

12V/120W ELECTRONIC CHARGING

12V/120W electronic charging/ power socket/ 
cigarette lighter socket. Connect cigarette lighters, 
mobile chargers and other 12V electric equipment 
conveniently

REVERSE DRIVING DISPLAY

The dynamic reverse guidelines trace the vehicle's 
trajectory and assist in steering conveniently

Cruise Control
Equipped with progressive cruise control, which enables 
you to increase or decrease the speed without disengaging 
the cruise system, as well as set the speed
on long roads reducing driver fatigue



Adequate Trunk Space

Alsvin provides you with 26 cubic feet of storage space for all your 
luggage needs. The insulated boot cover provides dampening of 
ambient noise as well as keeps the cabin cool and serene

Tiptronic Sports Mode

Super Electronic Power Steering (SEPS)
The most effortless power steering which progressively 
stiffens the turning response as vehicle speed increases. 
The super-soft steering operation gives sporty agility & 
comfortable driving pleasure

Tiptronic sports mode conveniently gives the gear shifting control to 
the driver. Shift gears as you desire & accelerate as per your need for 
speed



Blue Core Technology
Fitted with a powerful 1480 CC DVVT engine, the Alsvin 
offers a quiet and smooth driving pleasure with a higher 
fuel efficiency and the lowest of emissions

The optimized combustion system is capable of reducing 
fuel consumption by 20% and carbon emission by 50%* 
without compromising on the overall performance of the 
vehicle



Dual Clutch Transmission
The 5 speed Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT) with both 
Sports and Tiptronic Mode. The Dual Clutch Transmission 
provides an uninterrupted power delivery & fuel efficiency 
by optimizing gear shifting with less wear and tear. Sports 
mode shifts gears at higher RPMs for better acceleration 
and Tiptronic mode gives the driver the freedom to shift 
gears according to his needs



SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS

Stellar White Lunar Silver Galaxy Black Nebula Blue Cosmic Rad

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Engine

Displacement (cc)

Power (HP)

Torque (Nm)

Technology

Transmission

Suspension

Brakes

DIMENSIONS

Dimensions (mm) (LxWxH)

Wheelbase (mm)

Fuel Tank (Ltr)

EXTERIOR

Wheels/ Rims

Body Door Handle

Front Aluminum Grill

Projector Headlamp with
Electric Adjustment

Daytime Running
Lamp (DRL)

Electronic Sunroof

1.5L EA

1480

105

145

Euro -4, DVVT In-line 4 cylinder
MPFI DOHC

5 speed, Dual Clutch Transmission
with Tiptronic

Macpherson Struts + Torsion Beam

Front Ventilated Disc + Rear Drum

4390 x 1725 x 1490

2535

40

185/ R15 Alloy wheels

Body Color

Chrome

5 level Adjustment

LED

Optional

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

Anti Lock Braking System (ABS)

Super Electronic Power Steering

Steering Mounted Audio Controls

Faux Leather Seats

7 inch Floating Display

Human Machine Interface (HMI)

USB

Speakers

Power windows

Airconditioning

12V Power Supply

Trunk Release

Jack Knife

Start Stop Technology (SST)

Cruise Control

SAFETY

Dual Airbags

Rear Parking Camera

Parking Sensors (Rear)

3 Point Seat Belts with ISOFIX

Heated Side Mirrors

TPMS
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Rangs Babylonia, 246 Tejgaon I/A, Dhaka 1208, Bangladesh
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